With Labtech Holter ECG systems you can make 1, 2, 3 or 12 channel recordings depending on the recorder and patient cable type being used. The Cardiospy analysis software provides ECG records of excellent quality. The effective automatic evaluation and editing functions provide evaluations with nearly 100% precision in the shortest possible time. The program performs rhythm analysis, ST, QT, AF, time and frequency based HRV, and it calculates HRT and microV-TWA parameters as well. Our software is highly user-friendly: it offers a wide range of report editing and printing options, it is suitable for network usage, and provides a wide range of languages to choose from.
EC-2H | EC-3H | EC-12H, 1-2-3-12 CHANNEL ECG HOLTER SYSTEMS (BLUETOOTH)

- Simple, user friendly software with various editing functions
- Fast record analysis
- Precise QRS classification and rhythm analysis
- QRS template classification
- Arrhythmia analysis, arrhythmia overview
- Colour coded graphs,
- ST level and slope analysis
- QT analysis
- Heart rate variability analysis (time and frequency domain)
- Heart rate turbulence analysis
- Atrial fibrillation analysis
- Microvolt T-wave alternans
- Pacemaker analysis
- BP record analysis using multiple computed parameters and graphs
- Various holter reports
- DICOM, GDT, SCP, HL7 formats
- Local, network operation
- Export, import functions
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